Core body temperature in patients with seasonal affective disorder and normal controls in summer and winter.
The rationale for phototherapy in seasonal affective disorder (SAD) was originally based on the notion that SAD patients were light deprived during the wintertime and needed more light. We previously found normal temperature profiles of untreated SAD patients during the winter, and that phototherapy significantly enhanced the amplitude of the circadian temperature profile in SAD patients during the winter (Rosenthal et al 1990). We hypothesized that summer would act similarly on the temperature rhythm of these patients. In this study we examined the temperature data from SAD patients and normal controls during the summer and compared it to the results of our previous study. We found identical profiles for SAD patients and normal controls during the summer and that summer significantly lowered the overall temperature profiles of both groups and did not alter the amplitudes. These results raise questions about the validity of the current theories of the mechanism of light therapy.